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Clinton4: Create a Recycling Guide This guide is a collection of information on what is recycled in Clinton, what can be
recycled, what materials can't be recycled and how to recycle. The Town of Clinton has a proud history of recycling. This
history of recycling began at the Town Hall in 1976, when the Secretary of the Town of Clinton asked for a recycling program.
Over the years, Clinton has used a variety of different methods to recycle. Currently, Clinton uses a recycling "Flex" system. For
more on Flex see Clinton4: How Clinton Recycles (pg. 5). As an example of how Clinton recycles, Clinton uses a typical
household's waste as a source for recycling, but also uses materials from other sources like yard waste (commonly referred to as
"wet recyclables"). Here are the "wet" sources that we use for recycling: As shown above, the waste stream from the typical
home consists of a lot of different materials. The types of materials we recycle are: Recycling really began with the town, and
the first people in Clinton to take advantage of recycling were trash haulers. Trash haulers were able to use the recyclables they
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collected to earn money. In Clinton, the Town of Clinton Department of Public Works was the first to allow garbage haulers to
use the material they had collected for recycling. They also offered haulers something in return for the recycling: free trash
pickup.5 pages Once the Town of Clinton started to recycle, other businesses came to the Town Hall and said they wanted to
recycle too. The town responded by offering discounts for recycling by the pound to those businesses. The Town Hall has since
expanded its recycling program to include discount programs for all of Clinton's recyclable materials. 6 pages The town's
recycling program is called the Clinton Recycling Program (CRP). During the early days of the program, the town was able to
give businesses and homes a discount when recycling. In 1999, the program changed from a discount to a fee. The program
requires the recycling material to be taken to Clinton's municipal recycling facility. The materials are weighed and priced. The
fee is paid in bulk, in the form of a discount, to recycling haulers. When the haulers deliver the recyclables to the recycling
facility, the town collects a fee from the haulers, as well. The town's recycling facility has expanded over the years, and the
current facility 82157476af
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